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Inquisitor martyr psyker

Next Classes specialties Assassin Prev In-game categories Crusader Psyker unlike other Inquisitor-Martyr classes use mental strength instead of physical strength, which on the one hand is great when dealing with demons, but on the other hand, you might call them more. This class has the following advantages and traits: The dangers of the psychic forces of warp juice force
weapons into warp puppet Every time Psyker uses his psychic powers, they affect Warp. This causes the accumulation of warts. Exceeding a certain warp heat points causes warp aperations that can be used to your advantage. On the other hand, this can also invite more demons to the battlefield, which can complicate things. That is why this strategy would have been used very
carefully or as a last resort. Psychic forces The basic trait of Psyker, which makes them different from all other characters, is that they use psychic forces for combat purposes. These special skills are mainly based on the effectiveness of the elements. They're great when they're dealing with weaker enemies. They also allow players to suffer from enemies with special effects.
Although they deal with armored enemies, they complicate the fight. Force WeaponsSpecial equipment dedicated to Psykers, which allows them to strengthen their Empyrean powers. Thanks to the power weapons, psykers can gather psychic power. The psyker category is very different from the other two options available. Their psychic forces allow them to launch a devastating
attack on their enemies. On the other hand, their attacks affect Warp, which can lead to more enemies spawning on the battlefield. This can be especially dangerous during an encounter, which is already difficult, even without these unwanted guests. Next Classes Specialisations Assassin Prev In-Game Classes Crusader From Warhammer 40,000: Inquisitor - Martyr Wiki You can
customize the psychic powers available to psyker inquisitor during battles. Due to the unique abilities of psychiatrists, they are the only inquisiors licensed to use psychic powers. Power on the tome bridge Although they can use weapons just like anyone else, they are also able to unleash unnatural forces in battle. You can configure these forces by using Tome of Power, which
can be found on the Bridge. You have a different psychic force setting for each set of weapons, and you choose a priority that determines the priorities of different psychic forces. Each Psyker gun has one repair skill, but other active skill positions are reserved for your own psychial power, following each other in the same order as on the priority panel. The power in the first position
of the priority panel first appears in your empty weapons skills positions, after which rest until the last of the line. You can see the real skills at the bottom right: that's what you use in battle. You can boost your psychic powers with extra abilities by equipping power champions. The blue champions are unlocked at the beginning, but yellow and purple must be learned from Psyker's
unique psychic debuffs and psychic Combat skill trees. You can find them in the character's skill panel. Note that not all manageability can be used for certain psychic forces. warp thermal cooling EnduranceSelf Self: Effects of bike blessing: Blessing effect that gives temporary bonuses of 10 per use 60 sec Grants +15% damage reduction to bike 30 seconds Warp SpeedSele
Itself: Affects the cast Blessing: Blessing effect, which gives temporary bonuses of 11 per use 60 seconds +25% damage and -25% colldown for all gun attacks for 45 seconds (no stack) Bio-LightningMedium RangeWarp piercing : Penetrates multiple targets, is stopped with obstacles Shock Shock : Applies -40% movement and attack speed to targets for 5 seconds. Affects only
objects with yellow damping resistance dot (Warped): Handles warp damage, 20% of initial hit damage per second, 5 seconds Path: 2 meters wide, 10 meters long area attack 5 per use 1 second Medium range power surge causing warp damageLong RangeWarp Area Effect (Large): The area of impact of skill is within 6 meters of the circle Hallucination : Uses 40% bypass power
and -20% speed to targets for 5 seconds. Affects only targets with yellow damping resistance doT (Bleeding): Addresses incision damage of 20% of initial hit damage per second, for 5 seconds 10 seconds use for 10 seconds Long range attack that deals with warp damage and causes bleeding EnfeebleLong Range Piercing: Penetrates multiple targets, stops obstacle stunning:
Disables the target for 3 seconds. Affects only objects with red damping resistance Slow: Uses -40% motion speed on targets for 5 seconds. Affects only targets with yellow damping resistance of 5 per use of a 10-second long range area attack that stuns or slows down enemies constrictlong rangewarp Armour Breaking: Bypasses 50% armor knockback: Targets forced back.
Affects only targets with yellow damping resistance shock: Applies -40% motion and attack speed to targets for 5 seconds. Affects only objects with yellow damping resistance Slow: Uses -40% motion speed on targets for 5 seconds. Affects only targets with yellow damping resistance blind: Targhet loses 80% of attacks for 5 seconds. Affects only objects with yellow damping
resistance doT (Warped): Handles warp damage of 20% damage per second, for 5 seconds 15 per use for 5 seconds Treats warp damage to one enemy if the target does not have a damping bar or its status is red warp thermal cooling Fiendry FormSelfHeat (Fire) Itself: Affects the wheel Blessing: A blessing effect that gives temporary bonuses to the Aura (Small): The area
affected by the skill is a 3 meter radial circle, around the wheel 30 per use 25 seconds Create a fissionous aura around the figure for 10 seconds, dealing with constant heat damage to the enemies it touches. It also provides +15% damage reduction, +50% damage to heat attacks and +20% damage to other attacks infernoSelf 40 per use in 40 seconds Create a 20-second fire
pole, looking for enemies and dealing with heat damage Spontaneous CombustionLong RangeHeat (Fire) One target: Each attack targets one enemy DoT (Burning): Deals with fire damage of 20% of initial hit damage per second, 5 seconds 8 per use 1 second long range attack , which ignites one enemy that deals with heat damage. If the target dies in the first attack, an
explosion dealing with enemy damage within a 10-foot radius of Molten BeamLong RangeHeat (Fire) Channeled: Continuous effect (holding the attack button) Shutdown: When channeled (by holding down the attack button), the damage increases by 40% damage per second (up to +120%) One target: Each attack targets one enemy at 5+2 per use of a 0.5-second channeled bar
attack, dealing with thermal damage FirestormLong RangeHeat (Fire) Area Effect (Large): The area affected by the skill is a 6-meter radial circle DoT (Burning): Deals with fire damage of 20% of the original hit damage per second, for 5 seconds 30 per use a 6-second long range area attack that deals with heat damage and ignites exterminationSelfHeat (Fire) Self: Effects the
caster DoT (Burning) : Deals with fire damage, which is 20% of the original hit damage per second, for 5 seconds 10 per use 30 seconds Summons 3 columns became the closest enemies. The columns monitor their targets and process heat damage for 5 seconds. Holding the attack button creates 2 additional columns per second for the nearest enemy, which one does not yet
target. The bike suffers additional warp heat and immediate warp damage from each additional column that created warp heat Misfortune Itself: Affects the bike Blessing: Blessing effect, which gives temporary bonuses of 10 per use for 60 seconds To transform the armoured class of heavily armoured enemies into armored and Armored Enemies unarmed against bike attacks for
10 seconds PrecognitionSelf Self Effects the caster Blessing: Blessing effect, which gives temporary bonuses of 25 per use 60 seconds 100% Damage Reduction Bonus for 60 seconds. Each hit suffered shortens the duration by 5 seconds and produces 2 warp heats for ForebodingSelf Self: Effects the caster Blessing Blessing: Blessing effect, gives temporary bonuses of 10 per
use for 60 seconds + 50% damage bonus for 20 seconds. Also reduces the spread of shots precognitive DodgeSelf Self: Effects the caster Blessing: Blessing effect, which gives temporary bonuses of 10 per use 605 sec +25 +25 against all Ranged attacks for 30 seconds Death AugurySelf 20 per use 120 seconds A protective compartment that remains active until the attack that
kills the character. It prevents a death blow, cures the character to 50% of health and 50% of resistance to suppression, but also add 65 Warp Heat (no stack) divine ShotSelf Self: Effects the caster Blessing: Blessing effect, which gives temporary bonuses of 10 per use for 60 seconds for 30 seconds, the first hit in each target bid +100% damage warp heat cooling CrushLong
RangeWarp Slow projection: Low speed (10m/s) Knockdown: Targets are knocked to the ground. Affects only objects with red damping resistance knockout: Items are forced back. Affects only targets with yellow damping resistance doT (Warped): Deals with warp damage of 20% of original hit damage per second, for 5 seconds 7 per use attack of 3-second long range single
target dealing with warp damage ShockwaveSelfWarp Self: Effects wheel knockout: Targets are knocked to the ground. Affects only objects with red damping resistance knockout: Items are forced back. Affects only targets with yellow damping resistance doT (Warped): Treats warp damage of 20% of original hit damage per second, for 5 seconds 10 per use 6 second knocks and
treats warp damage around the 360° mark within a 6 meter radius LevitationSelf 1 per use 1 second Change the levitation skills. Provides +25% movement speed and ability to bypass traps and mines undetected. Using any other skill automatically disables levitation Telekine DomeSelf 15 per use 40 seconds creates a 6 meter radius force dome that moves with the wheel. For
dome allies, there is a +30% damage reduction bonus against Ranged attacks. The bonus does not apply to attackers in the dome. Duration: 10 sec AssailLong RangePhysical (Blunt) Slow ammunition: Low speed (10m/s) Knockdown: Targets are knocked to the ground. Affects only objects with red damping resistance knockout: Items are forced back. Affects only objects with
yellow damping resistance dot (Bleeding): Handles incision damage, which are 20% of the initial hit damage per second, 5 seconds 10 per use 5 seconds Long range attack dealing with kinetic damage in a 2 meter wide streak and destroying cover MaelstromSelfWarp Self: Effects the caster Channeled: Continuous effect (holding the attack button) High damping: 2x Damping
damage DoT (Twisted): Handles warp damage, which are 20% of the initial hit damage per second, 5 seconds 8 per use 1 second channelled area impact attack that causes constant warp damage to enemies around the wheel, regardless of the cover cover
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